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a b s t r a c t
A square is the concatenation of a nonempty word with itself. A word has period p if its
letters at distance pmatch. The exponent of a nonempty word is the quotient of its length
over its smallest period. In this article we give some new results on the trade-off between
the number of squares and the number of maximal-exponent powers in infinite binary
words, in the three cases where themaximal exponent is 7/3, 5/2, and 3. These are the only
threshold values related to the question.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The study of repetitions in words, with merely theoretical objectives was started by the Norwegian mathematician Axel
Thue. In 1906 he established that squares are avoidable on a 3-letter alphabet and cubes are avoidable on a 2-letter alphabet
[14]. Avoidable means that there exists an infinite word containing no square or no cube respectively. The avoidability of
maximal-exponent factors of words has been studied by Thue andmany other authors after him. One of the first findingwas
that an infinite binary word can avoid words with an exponent larger than 2, called 2+-powers. This has been extended by
Dejean [4] to the ternary alphabet and her famous conjecture on the repetitive threshold for larger alphabets has eventually
been proved recently after a series of partial results by different authors (see [12,3] and references therein).
Another constraint is considered by Fraenkel and Simpson [5]: their parameter to the complexity of binary infinite words
is the number of squares occurring in themwithout any restriction on their number of occurrences. It is fairly straightforward
to check that no infinite binary word can contain less than three squares and they proved that some of them contain exactly
three. Indeed all factors of exponent at least 2 occurring in their word should be considered, which adds two cubes to the
three squares. Their proof uses a pair of morphisms, one to get an infinite word by iteration, the other to produce the final
translation to the binary alphabet. Their result has been proved with different pairs of morphism by Rampersad et al. [11]
(the first morphism is uniform), by Harju and Nowotka [6] (the second morphism accepts any infinite square-free word),
and by Badkobeh and Crochemore [1] (the simplest morphisms).
The idea of repetitive threshold was extended to the generalized repetition threshold in [7]. There, the notion of (δ, p)-
freeness is introduced: we say a word is (δ, p)-free if it contains no factor that is a (δ′, p′)-repetition (it is a word w with
period length p′ and exponent δ′: w = uδ′ with |u| = p′) for δ′ ≥ δ and p′ ≥ p. Therefore a word is (δ+, p)-free if it is
(δ′, p)-free for all δ′ > δ and the generalized repetition threshold R(k, p) is defined for the k-letter alphabet Σk as the real
number γ such that either
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(a) there exists an (γ+, p)-free infinite word and all (γ , p)-free words are finite; or
(b) there exists an (γ , p)-free infinite word and for all ϵ > 0, (γ − ϵ, p)-free words are finite.
where p is the minimum avoided period.
In addition, the proof of boundary of this threshold for all alphabet sizes is presented in [7]. Essentially R(k, 1) is Dejean’s
repetitive threshold.
A simple computation shows that it is impossible both to avoid 2+-powers and to keep a bounded number of squares
in an infinite binary word. As proved by Karhumäki and Shallit [8], the maximal exponent has to go up to 7/3 to allow the
property.
Avoiding large squares in constraint infinite binary words was a noble idea by Shallit [13] who showed extreme cases
of infinite binary words under both constraints, maximal exponent and period length. In his paper he shows that for all t ,
t ≥ 1, no infinite binary word simultaneously avoids all squares yy with period |y| ≥ t and 7/3-powers. This implies that
the number of squares occurring in an infinite binary word is unbounded if it is 7/3-free. He considers also the period length
of the avoided squares when the maximal exponent increases to 5/2 and to 3. Here is the results summary:
Period of Avoidable Unavoidable
avoided squares power power
2 none all
3 3+ 3






Furthermore the avoidability of some period lengths andmaximal exponents has been studied inmore details by Ochem
in [10].
In the present articlewe provide somenew results that deepen the question of avoidable patterns in infinite binarywords
by introducing another point of view. We analyse the trade-off between the number of (distinct) squares and the number
of maximal-exponent repetitions in infinite binary words when the maximal exponent is constant. The interesting results
show the behaviour of infinite binary words when the maximal exponent varies between 3 to 7/3. The value 7/3 is called
the finite-repetition threshold [2]. And the value 3 of themaximal exponent is when the number of squares is theminimum.
Values 7/3, 5/2 and 3 are the only interesting threshold values where the number of squares changes.
The article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we show evidence that there is no infinite binary word simultaneously
avoiding cubes and 8 squares, nor an infinite binary word simultaneously avoiding 5/2 powers and 12 squares. In Section 3
we recall a result in [2] stating that 12 is the minimum number of squares in (7/3)+-free infinite binary words containing
two 7/3-powers, and that it goes up to 14 squares when the number of 7/3-powers is reduced to one. In order to reduce the
number of squares in infinite binary words from 12, its maximal exponent has to go up to 5/2. In Section 4 we show then
that the minimum number of squares decreases to 11 when there is only one 5/2-power, and to 8 squares if there are two
5/2-powers. Similarly if we want to reduce the number of squares from 8, its exponent must go up to 3. And we show in
Section 5 that we may have 4 squares if only one cube is allowed, or 3 squares if there are two cubes. This latter is Fraenkel
and Simpson’s result. The next table summarizes the results.
Maximal Allowed number Minimum number
exponent e of e-powers of squares
7/3 2 12 Theorem 1
1 14 Theorem 2
5/2 2 8 Theorem 3
1 11 Theorem 4
3 2 3 Theorem 5
1 4 Theorem 6
2. Repetitions in binary words
In this section we give some definitions and provide evidence that there is no infinite binary word simultaneously
avoiding cubes and 8 squares, nor word simultaneously avoiding 5/2-powers and 12 squares.
A word is a sequence of letters drawn from a finite alphabet. We consider the binary alphabet B = {0, 1}, the ternary
alphabet A3 = {a, b, c}, the 5-letter alphabet A5 = {a, b, c, d, e}, and the 6-letter alphabet A6 = {a, b, c, d, e, f}. The
empty word on any alphabet is denoted ϵ.
A square is a word of the form uu and a cube is a word of the form uuuwhere u is a nonempty (finite) word. A nonempty
word x has period p if its letters at distance p are equal. The exponent of x is the quotient of its length over its smallest period.
If it is e and its prefix period word is u, then x = ue. Thus a square is any word with an even integer exponent.
The word v is called a factor of x if there exist words u and w such that x = uvw; in cases where u = ϵ (resp. u′ = ϵ),
then v is a prefix (resp. suffix) of w. The maximum exponent of a word w is the supremum of E(w), where E(w) is the set
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of exponents of all factors ofw. Moreover the repetitive threshold (Dejean’s repetitive threshold) of order k is the infimum
of maximum exponents of all (infinite) words over the k-letter alphabet.
A word is said to be α-free if it contains no factor of the form uβ for any rational number β ≥ α. It is α+-free if it contains
no factor of the form uβ for any rational number β > α.
We define the finite-repetition threshold for the alphabet of k letters as the smallest rational number FRt(k) forwhich there
exists an infinite word avoiding FRt(k)+-powers and containing a finite number of r-powers, where r is Dejean’s repetitive
threshold of the alphabet. Shallit [13] has shown that FRt(2) = 7/3.
With the finite-repetition threshold is associated the smallest number of powers whose exponent is the repetitive
threshold of the alphabet. In the following we concentrate on binary words.
Proving that it is impossible to have less than 12 squares when avoiding 5/2 powers of binary words needs a simple
computation. The next table shows the maximal length ℓ(s) of binary words that both avoid 5/2 powers and contain at
most s squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 11.
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ℓ(s) 3 5 8 12 14 18 24 30 37 43 83 116
This yields the following fact.
Fact 1. There is no 5/2-free infinite binary word containing less than 12 squares.
Similarly, proving that it is impossible to have less than 8 squareswhen avoiding cubes needs anothermere computation.
The next table displays the maximal length ℓ(s) of binary words that simultaneously avoid cubes and contain at most s
squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 7.
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ℓ(s) 3 5 8 12 29 41 57 73
This has the following consequence.
Fact 2. There is no cube-free infinite binary word containing less than 8 squares.
The next table summarizes theminimum number s of squares that an infinite e-free binary words should contain, for the
significant values of the exponent e.
e 3 5/2 7/3
s 8 12 ∞
Each subsequent section is devoted to one of these exponents and shows that it is an actual threshold.
3. Binary words with maximum exponent 7/3
In this section we recall for completeness that the finite-repetition threshold of binary alphabet, FRt(2), is 7/3 and that
its associated minimal number of squares is 12. This number of squares goes up to 14 if the number of maximal-exponent
powers is reduced to 1.
Theorem 1 ([2]). There exists an infinite binary word whose factors have an exponent at most 7/3 and that contains 12 squares,
the fewest possible.
Proof. We only sketch the proof here, its complete version appears in [2]. As defined above, 7/3 is the finite-repetition
threshold for the binary alphabet since there is no infinite binary word that avoids 7/3 powers and simultaneously contains
finitely many squares [13]. To show that there exists an infinite binary word whose factors have maximum exponent 7/3
and that contains only 12 squares we use two morphisms. The first morphism f0 is defined from A∗6 to itself by:
f0(a) = abac, f0(b) = babd,
f0(c) = eabdf, f0(d) = fbace,
f0(e) = bace, f0(f) = abdf.
And the second morphism g0 from A∗6 to B∗ is defined by
g0(a) = 10011, g0(b) = 01100,
g0(c) = 01001, g0(d) = 10110,
g0(e) = 0110, g0(f) = 1001.
Then the infinite word g0 = g0(f0∞(a)) has the desired property. Finally, that 12 is the fewest number of squares is a
consequence of Fact 1. 
Our infinite binary word g0 contains the 12 squares 02, 12, (01)2, (10)2, (001)2, (010)2, (011)2, (100)2, (101)2, (110)2,
(01101001)2, (10010110)2. It also contains the two words 0110110 and 1001001 of exponent 7/3.
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Under the same constraint on the maximal exponent (7/3) of factors in infinite words, but allowing only one factor of
that exponent, the number of squares jumps to 14. This is the smallest possible number of squares as a consequence of a
computation displayed in the table below, which gives the maximal length ℓ(s) of 7/3+-free binary words that contain only
one 7/3-power and at most s squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 13.
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
ℓ(s) 3 5 8 12 14 18 24 30 36 39 50 70 100 167
Theorem 2. There exists a 7/3+-free infinite binary word with only one 7/3-power and that contains no more than 14 squares,
the fewest possible.
The proof is a corollary of Proposition 1, stated after a series of lemmas. As for the previous proof, we generate the infinite















and denote f1 = f1∞(a), g1 = g1(f1∞(a)).
Lemma 1. The set of doublets occurring in f1 is
D = {ad, ae, bc, be, ca, cb, dc, eb, ed}.
Proof. Note that all letters of A5 appear in f1. Then doublets ad, ae, bc, be, cb, dc, eb, ed appear in f1 because they appear
in the images of one letter. One more doublet, ca, appears in the image of any doublets whose images do not create new
doublets. 
Lemma 2. The set of triplets in f1 is
T = {adc, aeb, bca, beb, bed, cad, cae, cbe, dca, dcb, ebc, ebe, edc}.
Proof. Triplets appear in the images of a letter or of a doublet. Triplets found in images of one letter are: adc, aeb, beb,
bed, cbe, dcb, ebc, ebe, edc. The images of doublets occurring in f1, in set D of Lemma 1, contain the extra triplets: bca,
cad, cae, dca. 
Lemma 3. Let P = {αsasb, dsbsd, asbsa, bsdsα, csesα, asesα} where s is a factor of f1 and α ∈ A5. If f k1 (a) is square-free, it
avoids the set P.
Proof. The basis of the proof is to exhibit the letters of s. This is done both ways, from left and from right, using the sets D
and T iteratively and also by looking at the codewords. In any of the six cases below only one s is possible and we show here
that considering the word f k1 (a) is a finite square-free word, the existence of such s is impossible.
1. Assume that αsasb occurs in f k1 (a), then the last letter of s is c, the only letter occurring before a and b. The rest of s is
not empty because ac /∈ D. The word αsasb can be written:
α · · · ca · · · cb
In T , d is the only letter occurring both before ca and cb. The rest of s is not empty, because adcb is a prefix of either
f1(a) or f1(b), and also αdc is a suffix of f1(b) or f1(d) but neither ba, bb, da nor db are in D, we therefore have:
α · · · dca · · · dcb
Now we continue by looking at the codewords; the only letter before dca is e,
α · · · edca · · · edcb
and edcb occurs only as a factor of f1(e). We therefore obtain:
α · · · ebedca · · · ebedcb
The rest of s is not empty since ebedcaebedcb occurs in the image of de, but de /∈ D. The image of c must follow
the image of d, so:
αebc · · · aebedcaebc · · · aebedcb
Therefore α is b: it cannot be a because it makes a square (aebc · · · aebedc)2. We obtain the word
bebc · · · aebedcaebc · · · aebedcb
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That is a factor of the image of α1s1dcs1e where s1 is not empty and α1 ∈ A5, whose image has a suffix bebc. The
letter α1 is either a or e. Similarly we try to build s1 with a similar approach; the only letter preceding both d and e is a:
α1 · · · adc · · · ae
Looking at codewords we see that be always follows adc:
α1be · · · adcbe · · · ae
If α1 is c, then the preceding letter is d. But then we would get a square (dcbe · · · a)2. Thus α1 is e.
ebedc · · · adcbedc · · · ae
Note that the rest of s1 is not empty, since ebedcadcbedc occurs in the image of db, but db /∈ D. The image of d is
always followed by the image of c:
ebedcaebc · · · adcbedcaebc · · · ae
and the image of bc is always preceded by the image of e:
ebedcaebc · · · aebedcbebcadcbedcaebc · · · aebedcbebcae
This word is a factor of the image of dcs2ebcs2ed and s2 is not empty, which is Case 2.
2. Assume that dsbsd occurs in f k1 (a) then the only letter after both b and d is c and the only possible letter after dc is a, so
we get:
dca · · · bca · · · d
Similarly the only letter preceding both b and d is e, and by looking at the codewords, adcb always precedes both ebca
and ed. We therefore get:
dca · · · adcbebca · · · adcbed
This is a factor of the image of αs1as1bwhere s1 is not empty and α ∈ A5,which is Case 1; note that the rest of s is not
empty because adcbebcadcbed occurs in the image of ab but ab /∈ D. Nowwe have a loop where · · · decreases at least
4 times at each step, thus at some point this string should be a factor of the image of a triple in T . There exist no w ∈ T
such that the image ofw has a factor in the form Case 1 or 2.
3. Assume that asbsa occurs in f k1 (a). The only letter that follows a and b is e followed by bc, and so we get:
aebc · · · bebc · · · a
The letter before a is always c and therefore the complete codeword before the amust be followed by bebc therefore it
is f1(d)
aebc · · · aebedcbebc · · · aebedca
This is a factor of the image of cs1es1dcwhere s1 is not empty, which is Case 5.
4. Assume that bsdsα occurs in f k1 (a). Then ca always follows d, and so we get:
bca · · · dca · · ·α
The dca is preceded by be, so we have:
bca · · · bedca · · · beα
Here α cannot be d since it would give the square (ca · · · bed)2, which is a contradiction, therefore α is b, and we have:
bca · · · bedca · · · beb
beb is always preceded by dc, furthermore dcbedc is preceded by a, and so we get:
bca · · · adcbedca · · · adcbeb
Now the image of c always precedes the image of letter a and the image of e always follows the image of cb, and so we
get:
bcaebedcbebc · · · aebcadcbedcaebedcbebc · · · aebcadcbeb
Now the string above is a factor of the image of as1bs1awhere s1 is not empty, which is Case 3.
5. Assume that csesα occurs in f k1 (a). Then the only letter following both c and e is b followed by e, and so we get:
cbe · · · ebe · · ·α
ebe is always followed by dc and the letter following cbedc is a. We therefore obtain:
cbedca · · · ebedca · · ·α
then looking at the codewords one concludes a precedes ebedca,
cbedca · · · aebedca · · · aα
Now this is a factor of the image of bs1ds1α1 where s1 is not empty and α1 ∈ A5, which is Case 4.
6. Assume that asesα occurs in f k1 (a). Then the string following both a and e is dcbe, and so we have:
adcbe · · · edcbe · · ·α
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Looking at the codewords edcbe only occurs as a factor of the image of e, and so we get:
adcbebc · · · aebedcbec · · · aebα
the rest of s is not empty, since adcbebcaebedcbecaeb is a factor of the image of either aec or aed or aee of which
none is in T . Therefore the string above is a factor of the image of as1es1α1 where s1 is not empty and α1 ∈ A5, this is
exactly where we started Case 6. So each time |s1| < |s| but at no point · · · is empty.
Therefore we see here at no point the missing part of s is empty and this contradicts the finiteness of f k1 (a). Thus if f
k
1 (a) is
square-free, it avoids the set P . 
Lemma 4. The morphism f1 is weakly square-free, i.e. f∞1 (a) is square-free.
Proof. Letter a appears in the string only as the prefix of the codewords. Therefore any factor of the string starting and
ending with a is uniquely decipherable.
In order to prove the infinite word f∞1 (a) is square-free, we first consider the set of factors of f
∞
1 (a) containing at most
three occurrences of a. This set is finite, so with a simple computation we can show they do not contain a square. Therefore
we consider squares containing at least four occurrences of a.
Let k be the maximal integer such that f k1 (a) is square-free andww contains at least 4 occurrences of a and it is a factor
of f k+11 (a), so the squareww can be written as:
u0
  
a · · · a v0   u1   a · · · a v1  
where v0u1 does not contain a as a factor, therefore av0u1 is one of the codewords. Distinguishing several cases according to
the possibilities of v0u1 we deduce that f k1 (a) is not square-free or thatww is not a factor of f
k+1
1 (a) for any k, contradiction.
Case av0u1 = f1(a):
u0
  
a · · · a dcbebc   a · · · a v1
The penultimate occurrence of a in
  
a · · · a belongs to f1(c) since letter c is the only letter preceding a, therefore the a before
v1 belongs to the image of b (not the image of a since this would makes a square (· · · a)2 in f k1 (a), contradiction), therefore
the string above is a factor of f1(αsasb)where α ∈ A5, Lemma 3 Case 1.
Case av0u1 = f1(b):
u0
  
a · · · a dcbedc   a · · · a v1
Note that u0 cannot be a suffix of f1(b) since it would thenmake a square (b · · ·)2 in f k1 (a), contradiction. For the same reason
av1 cannot be a prefix of f1(b).
Therefore u0 is a suffix of f1(d) because it has a suffix dc and similarly since v1 has d as a prefix, therefore av1 is prefix
of f1(a), thus ww is a factor of f1(dsbsa). Since the only letter preceding a is c and also the only possible letter after d is c,
therefore s has suffix and prefix c. So the string above is a factor of f1(dc
· · · cbc · · · ca), but cbc is not a factor of f k1 (a).
Case av0u1 = f1(c):
u0
  
a · · · a ebc   a · · · a v1
Looking at the set of triplets we can see that c is always followed by a or preceded by d. Therefore if the first case is true,
the only letter preceded by a is c so we haveww as a factor of f1(cascasα), but cascas is a square in f k1 (a), a contradiction.
In the second case the only letter followed by d is c so we have thatww is a factor of f1(αsdcsdc), but sdcsdc is a square in
f k1 (a), a contradiction.
Case av0u1 = f1(d):
u0
  
a · · · a ebedc   a · · · a v1
Here ww is a factor of f1(α0sdsα1) where α0, α1 ∈ {a, b, c, e}, d is always followed by c, so s has prefix c, and the letters
preceding c are d and b. If α0 is d then (ds)2 is a square in f1k(a), a contradiction. Therefore α0 is b and ww is a factor of
f1(bc · · · dc · · ·α1).
Moreover, bc and dc are always followed by a, also dca is preceded by e, thus s has a suffix e, and the letters following
e are d and b. If α1 is d then (sd)2 is a square in f1k(a), a contradiction. Therefore α1 is b and we have ww a factor of
f1(bca · · · edca · · · eb) but this string could not contain any squares as no concatenation of no prefix and suffix of f1(b) is
the same as f1(d).
Case av0u1 = f1(e):
u0
  
a · · · a ebedcbebc   a · · · a v1
We have v1u0 = ebedcbebc, therefore ww is a factor of f1(asesd). The only letter followed by both e and a is d and the
only letter preceded by ed is b. Soww is a factor of f1(ad · · · bed · · · bd), but bd is not in the set of doublets. 
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Proposition 1. The infinite word g1 = g1(f∞1 (a)) contains no factor of exponent larger than 7/3. It contains the 14 squares 02,
12, (01)2, (10)2, (001)2, (010)2, (100)2, (101)2, (0110)2, (1001)2, (100110)2, (0100110)2, (0110010)2, (10010110)2, and
only one 7/3-power, 1001001.
Proof. Looking at the morphism g1, all the codewords have a prefix 101001 and this factor occurs in g1 only as a prefix of
each codeword, therefore we can use this factor to mark starting point of codewords.
If there is a square ww that contains at least four 101001 and it is a factor of g1(f1k(a)) where f1k(a) is square-free, so
the squareww can be written as:
u0
  
g1(α1) · · · g1(αn) v0   u1   g1(α1) · · · g1(αn) v1  
αi ∈ A5 for 0 < i < n and n is at least 1, since v0u1 contains one 101001 as a factor, therefore v0u1 is one of the codewords.
Similar to proof of Lemma 4 we study different cases of possible v0u1.
Case v0u1 = g1(a): So ww is a factor of g1(αsasβ) where α, β ∈ A5 − {a}(otherwise we get either (sa)2 or (as)2 in f1k(a),
a contradiction) and |s| is at least 1, the letter before a is always c so ww is a factor of g1(α · · · ca · · · cβ), therefore β is b
andww is a factor of g1(αsasb), where αsasb is a factor of square-free f1k(a). This is Lemma 3 Case 1.
Case v0u1 = g1(b): If |v0| > 6, then v1 is a prefix of g1(a) so ww is a factor of g1(α · · · cb · · · ca), where α ∈ A5 − {b}
( otherwise (b · · · c)2 is a square in f k1 (a), a contradiction). Furthermoreww is a factor of g1(αe · · · cbe · · · ca), α is a letter
preceding e, therefore α is a. Now asbsa is a factor of square-free f k1 (a), Lemma 3 Case 3. If |v0| ≤ 6 then u0 is a suffix
of g1(d), therefore ww is a factor of g1(dc · · · bc · · ·β) where β ∈ A5 − {b} (otherwise (c · · · b)2 is a square in f k1 (a), a
contradiction). Furthermore ww is a factor of g1(dc · · · ebc · · · eβ), therefore β is d. Now dsbsd is a factor of square-free
f1k(a). This is Lemma 3 Case 2.
Case v0u1 = g1(c): Soww is a factor of g1(αscsβ)where α, β ∈ A5. Looking at the set of triplets we can see that c is always
followed by a or preceded by d. Therefore if the first case is true the only letter preceded by a is c then ww is a factor of
g1(cascasβ) and cascas is a square in f k1 (a), a contradiction. In the second case the only letter followed by d is c then ww
is a factor of g1(αsdcsdc) and sdcsdc is a square in f k1 (a), a contradiction.
Case v0u1 = g1(d): So ww is a factor of g1(αsdsβ) where α, β ∈ A5 − {d}. The only possible letter after d is c, so we have
αc · · · dc · · ·β , thus α is b. Now we have bsdsβ is a factor of square-free f1k(a). This is Lemma 3 Case 4.
Case v0u1 = g1(e): Soww is a factor of g1(αsesβ), where α, β ∈ A5 − {e}. If the letter after e is b, we have αb · · · eb · · ·β .
So α is c then csesβ is a factor of square-free f k1 (a). This is Lemma 3 Case 5. If the letter after e is d, we get αdc · · · edc · · ·β .
So α is a, then asesβ is a factor of square-free f1k(a). This is Lemma 3 case 6.
Now if ww contains at most three occurrences of 101001 then ww is a factor of g1(s) where s is a factor of f1k(a) and
|s| ≤ 4. It is computationally verifiable to confirm that the image of all s factors of f1k(a) and |s| ≤ 4 contain no square that
is not in the list. 
4. Binary words with maximum exponent 5/2
In this section we show theminimum number of squares drops from 12 if we allow 5/2-powers in infinite binary words.
Additionally the number of squares varies according to the number of maximal-exponent powers: if there is only one 5/2-
power the minimum number of squares is 11, and if there are two 5/2-powers, it becomes 8. The next table shows that this
number is the minimum by giving the maximal length ℓ(s) of binary words that both avoid 5/2+- powers and contain at
most s squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 7.
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ℓ(s) 3 5 8 12 29 41 55 72
Theorem 3. There exists a 5/2+-free infinite binary word with only two 5/2-powers that contains no more than 8 squares, the
fewest possible.
The proof is a consequence of Proposition 2 below, which states a property of the infinite word g2 = g2(f∞1 (a)) where






Proposition 2. The infinite word g2 contains no factor of exponent larger than 5/2. It contains the 8 squares 02, 12, (01)2, (10)2,
(0110)2, (1001)2, (011001)2, (100110)2, and the two 5/2-powers 01010, 10101.
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Proof. Themethodwe used for the proof of Proposition 1 is valid for this proof. Going through the cases for v0u1 we see that
the only case that is slightly different is when v0u1 = g1(b). Here we change the boundary on the length of the common
prefix, |v0| > 5. The rest follows identically to the proof of Proposition 1. 
Continuing with the same constraint on infinite words, we consider the situation when only one 5/2-power is allowed.
Then the number of squares is at least 11 as a result of the computation reported in the next table, which displays the
maximal length ℓ(s) of 5/2+-free binary words that contain only one 5/2 power and at most s squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 10.
s 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ℓ(s) 3 5 8 12 19 23 31 40 59 90 109
Theorem 4. There exists a 5/2+-free infinite binary word with only one 5/2-power that contains no more than 11 squares, the
fewest possible.
For the proof of this statement, corollary of Proposition 3, below we consider the morphisms f2 and g3. The morphism f2




It is known that this word is weakly square-free (see [9, Chapter 2]), which is equivalent to say that f∞2 (a) is a square-free
word.








and denote g3 = g3(f2∞(a)).
Proposition 3. The infinite word g3 contains no factor of exponent larger than 5/2. It contains the 11 squares 02, 12, (01)2,
(10)2, (001)2, (010)2, (011)2, (100)2, (101)2, (110)2, (0110)2, and only one 5/2-power, 10101.




g3(α1) · · · g3(αn) v0   u1   g3(α1) · · · g3(αn) v1  
where n ≥ 1 and αi ∈ {a, b, c}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Therefore v0u1 is one of the codewords:
• If v0u1 is g3(a): note that the longest common prefix of g3(a), and other codewords, has length 11 (10010011010), and
longest common suffix of g3(a), and other codewords, has length 4 (0101) and also g3(a) is 73. Therefore no v1u0 is the
same as g3(a) if neither v1 is a prefix of g3(a) nor u0 is a suffix of g3(a). Now we would either have ww as a factor of
g3(asasαn+1) or g3(αn+1sasa). Either case contradicts the square-freeness of f2.
• If v0u1 is g3(b): looking at the longest common prefix and longest common suffix of g3(b) with other codewords, we
must have v1 =10010011010 and u0= 0101. Thusww is
0101
  
g3(α1) · · · g3(αn) 10010011010   0101   g3(α1) · · · g3(αn) 10010011010  
which is a factor of g3(aα1 · · ·αnbα1 · · ·αna), and so α1 and αn are c but cbc is not a factor of f2.
• If v0u1 is g3(c): looking at the longest common prefix and the longest common suffix of g3(c) and other codewords we
would either haveww is a factor of g3(cscsαn+1) or g3(αn+1scsc). Either case contradicts square-freeness of f2.
If ww occurs in g3 and it is not the case that each w contains at least 1 complete codeword, then it belongs to the list.
Since the set of words with this property is bounded, simple computation can confirm this. Furthermore, any 2+-repetition
contains a square. Therefore the proof of nonexistence of large squares is also valid for 2+-repetitions. 
5. Binary words with maximum exponent 3
In this section we deal with infinite binary words whose factors have maximal exponent 3. We first recall Fraenkel and
Simpson’s theorem [5] that shows the existence of infinite binary words containing only 3 squares and 2 cubes. Next we
show the number of squares increases to 4 if only one cube is allowed in the infinite word.
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Theorem 5 ([5]). There exists a 3+-free infinite binary word with only two cubes that contains no more than 3 squares, the
fewest possible.
The proof given in [1] builds the infinite binary word by iterating the weakly square-free morphism f2 above from a and




The infinite word g4 = g4(f∞2 (a)) contains the 3 squares 00, 11 and 1010 only. The cubes 000 and 111 are the only factors
of exponent larger than 2 occurring in g.
When only one cube is allowed to appear, the minimum number of squares becomes 4, which is the smallest possible
value as shown by the computation reported in the next table. It shows the maximal length ℓ(s) of 3+-free binary words
that contain only one cube and at most s squares, 0 ≤ s ≤ 3.
s 0 1 2 3
ℓ(s) 3 7 12 21
Theorem 6. There exists a 3+-free infinite binary word with only one cube that contains no more than 4 squares, the fewest
possible.
The proof, which is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4, relies on the next result stated as a lemma by Ochem in
[10].
Lemma 5 ([10]). Let γ , δ ∈ Q, 1 < γ < δ < 2 and n ∈ N∗. Let h : Σ∗i → Σ∗j be synchronizing q-uniform morphism (with
q ≥ 1). If h(w) is (δ+, n)-free for every γ+-free word w such that |w| <max{ 2δ
δ−γ ,
2(q−1)(2δ−1)
q(δ−1) }, then h(t) is (δ+, n)-free for
every (finite or infinite) word γ+-free word t.




produces a 3+-free binary word from any 7/4+-free word on A3.
Proposition 4. The infinite word g5 = g5(w), where w is any infinite 7/4+-free ternary word, is 3+-free and contains the 4
squares 00, 11, 0101, 1010, and the cube 000.
Proof. Using Lemma 5, if δ = 1.99, n = 3 and γ = 7/4 then it is sufficient to look at g5(t) for t ≤ 16 to verify that g5 is
(1.99+, 3)-free, and so it does not contain any square that is not in the list. Furthermore, the cubes that we could have as a
factor of g5 are: 000, 111, 010101, 101010. Because of their period length they must be a factor of g5(w′) for |w′| ≤ 2. This
could simply be done by computation deducing the existence of 000 only. 
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